SUPER HIGH FLOW
INTRODUCING OUR ALL-NEW DUAL-AC 115/230-VOLT FR319VB FUEL PUMP.
Introducing the all-new Fill-Rite FR319VB Pump—specifically designed for the quick transfer of diesel fuel to vehicles and machines used in agriculture and construction.

The FR319VB is actually a hybrid, a winning combination that includes our time-tested FR311V Pump, our new state-of-the-art, high-performance 900D Digital Meter, and our new Fill-Rite exclusive Ultra-High-Flow Nozzle. We’ve also added an 18-foot hose to the configuration for easy fueling in just about any situation.

The FR319VB delivers a rapid 27 gallons per minute at the nozzle. Some manufacturers may advertise their open-discharge rates as their nozzle flow rates, but with the FR319VB, you get a full 27 gpm at the nozzle—when and where you need it. You’ll fuel up fast and fly back to work.

The 900D Digital Meter is a marvel in its own right, providing more accurate metering and dependability with fewer mechanical parts. The Ultra-High-Flow Nozzle has been designed to provide better balance, less wear on the hose, and more hand or gloved-hand room.

As with all Fill-Rite products, the 319VB is made to last and perform in the toughest conditions. The all-new Fill-Rite 319VB Pump—if you’re using diesel, this is the pump you should be using, too.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- Super-high-flow diesel and gasoline pump compatible up to B20
- Heavy-duty grade
- 27 gpm at the nozzle
- 35-gpm open discharge
- 115/230-volt AC
- Fill-Rite exclusive Ultra-High-Flow automatic nozzle
- Two-year warranty
- 1” x 18’ hose with static wire
- 900D Digital Meter
  - Accuracy: +/- 1.25%
  - Large LCD display
  - Seven-digit resettable totalizer
- Measures in:
  - Gallons - Quarts - Pints
  - Ounces - Liters - User-defined units
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